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COMBINATORIAL STRUCTURES AND GROUP
INVARIANT PARTITIONS1

DENNIS E. WHITE AND S. G. WILLIAMSON2

Abstract. If a group acts on a set, an action of the group is induced on

the partitions of the set. A formula is developed for the number of partitions

invariant under this action. The formula is extended to count combinatorial

objects such as labeled rooted trees or permutations defined on the invariant

partitions.

1. Introduction. Let G be a finite group acting on a finite set S. This action

induces a natural action on the partitions 11(5') of S. A partition tt E 11(5) is

G-invariant if the stabilizer subgroup G„ = G. G-invariant partitions arise

naturally in the study of isomorph free backtrack algorithms [2].

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the construction and enumeration of

combinatorial structures on G-invariant partitions. In a very interesting

dissertation [3], M. Klass has characterized all G-invariant partitions and

given formulas for computing the number of such partitions. Klass's results

are expressed in probabilistic terms and involve expectations of products of

dependent random variables, themselves sums of independent Poisson ran-

dom variables. Computationally Klass's results involve the construction of

marks for the group G [1], [4] plus additional identities related to Stirling

numbers of the second kind. Our analogous result relies on the marks of G

and is derived and stated directly in combinatorial terms (Theorem 1, below).

In Theorem 2 this result is extended to include the enumeration of structures

(rooted trees, graphs, permutation cycles, partitions with restrictions on block

size, etc.) on G-invariant partitions. Applications and computational

algorithms based on these results will be discussed in detail in a subsequent

paper.

2. Principal results. Let H, K be subgroups of G. We define

(1) Mh(K) = 7JJ;   2 xioKa-'cH),
\ti\    = f.I     I   oEG

where
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X(statement) = f !    if statement is true,
I 0    if statement is false.

MH(K) is called the mark of H at K and is discussed in [1], [4]. It is easily

shown that

IGITZZ d AT]        \N(H)\

where \G\ denotes the cardinality of G, [H] denotes the number of subgroups

of G conjugate to H, [H D K] denotes the number of subgroups of G

containing K and conjugate to H, and N(H) is the normalizer of H in G.

Let A be a system of orbit representatives for the action of G on S. Let

IT(A) be the partitions of A. Let % be a complete set of nonconjugate

subgroups of G. Let G, be the stabilizer subgroup of / G 5.

Theorem 1. The number of G-invariant partitions of S is given by

2        n      2     -Tj-JTTT    UMH(G,).
Sen(A) Aed HeX   mn \n >   ,<=a

As we note in §3, this follows from Theorem 2 below.

Consider a family $F of finite sets {XQ: Q c S] satisfying Xq n Xq. = 0

if Q ¥= Q' and \XQ\ = \XQ,\ if \Q\ = \Q'\. For example:
(1) Xq could denote all labeled rooted trees on Q.

(2) Xq could denote all cyclic permutations of Q.

(3) XQ could denote {Q} if \Q\ < m, or 0 if \Q\ > m.

For such a family ?F and a given partition 7r G n(5") we define the set of

^-structures on m to be X BevXB. If it = {Bx, . . . , Bk) and if XB consists of

bj elements, then the set of ?F-structures on it consists of bxb2 • ■ ■ bk objects,

each of the form [xB ,xB , . . . , xB ) where xB G XB. Observe that if tt =£ tt'

then the CJ-structures on tt and the ?F-structures on tt' are disjoint sets. In

example (1), above, the set of ft -structures is the forest of rooted trees on tt.

In example (2) the set of ^-structures is the set of all permutations whose

cycles are constructed from the blocks of tt. In example (3) the set of

^-structures on tt is the set {(BX,B2, . . . , Bp)} if tt = {BX,B2, . . . , Bp) and

|B,.| < m for all /. Otherwise the set of *$-structures on tt is empty.

Let 6 G H(S). By the set of ^-structures on G we shall mean the union

over all tt G Q of the set of 5 -structures on tt. This union is disjoint by the

above remarks.

Theorem 2. The number of '5 -structures on the G-invariant partitions is

i     r / i \i|G|/l//l

2    n   2   T7-777T / I"l2 ]h) Iiamg,),
Sen(A) ASS H<E%   ,vlH\n )   [     \ ,SA    \Ui\   l\ ,£A

where f(k) = \XB\ for any B G S, \B\ = k.

Note that in example (1) |AQ| = \Q\m - 1, in example (2) |A"e| =

(\Q\ - l)\, and in example (3)
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IY   I       P     ifl^|<^

1   Gl      \0    if \Q\>m.

3. Proofs. By example (3) with m = |5|, Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. We

first consider the case where G : S is transitive. The general case will be

deduced by piecing together the G-invariant partitions of the orbits of G : 5

(G : 5 means "the action of G on 5").

If G : 5 is transitive and tr is G-invariant, then the action of G on the

blocks of w(G : 77) is transitive. Given any B c S, if for any gEG either

gB = B or gB n B = 0, then 77 = {gB : g e G) is a G-invariant partition

of 5\ Clearly all G-transitive, G-invariant partitions arise in this manner.

Since G : 5 is transitive, we identify 5 with the set G/Gs where s E S. The

action G : G/Gs is the standard action of G on the cosets {gGs : g E G}. Let

K= Gs.

Lemma 3 (Klass [3]). If G : S is transitive, there is a one-to-one correspon-

dence between G-invariant partitions of S and subgroups H of G such that

H D K. For such an H the associated G-invariant partition is generated by the

block B = {hs : h E H).

Proof. We work with the equivalent action of G on G/K, identifying s

with the coset K. Let B = {hK : h E H) = H/K. For g E G either gB = B

or gB n B = 0. Thus for each H d K, H/K generates a G-invariant parti-

tion. If H =£ H' D K, then H'/K =£ H/K so each H d K generates a

distinct partition.

We now show that all G-invariant partitions arise in this manner. If 77 is

G-invariant, let B be the block of 77 containing K. Let H = GB. For h E H,

hB = B so hK E B and thus {hK : h E H) E B. On the other hand, if

gK E B, then gB n B ¥= 0. Since both B and gB are blocks of a partition,

gB = B. Thus K C H and 5 = {MT :«£//} = /Y/A7 □

Remark 4. /Vote e/ia? Ga/( = oGAol for any subset A C S. When G is

transitive, the set of stabilizers of the blocks of a G-invariant partition tr is an

entire conjugacy class of subgroups of G. Therefore, by Lemma 3, there must be

exactly [H D K] G-invariant partitions tr such that GB = H for some block

B E tt.

Remark 5. For any transitive action G : Q, the number iwhen nonzero) of

elements p E Q such that Gp = H is YN(//)|/|/7|. // 77 is G-invariant, let

Q = tt. Then the number of blocks B of tt such that GB = H is |/V(//)|/|//|
= MHiH).

Remark 6. Combining Remarks 4 and 5 we see that the number of subsets

B c S = G/K, GB = H, which generate G-invariant partitions is MHiK).

This remark gives an interesting combinatorial interpretation of the marks of G.

We now consider the general case where the G : 5 may be intransitive.

Observe that the restriction of a G-invariant partition 77 to an orbit of G : S is

itself a G-invariant partition. Let {O, : t E A} denote the orbits of G : S and

let {tt, : t E A} denote the restrictions of 77 to these orbits. Let B E tr and let

{B,:t E A} be the restrictions of B to the orbits. Then one can easily show

that II = GB = Gfl for all i such that S, ^ 0. For any block B' E tt which is
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equivalent to B under G : tt we have that {/' : B- =£ 0} = {/' : ZJ, ̂  0). If B'

is not equivalent to B, then {/' : B- ^ 0} and {/ : Bt ^ 0} are disjoint. Thus

the orbits of G : tt define a partition 8 G n(A). Associated with each block A

of <5 is a conjugacy class of subgroups of G. This class is associated with the

stability subgroups of the orbit of tt which defines A as described above.

It remains only to enumerate the G-invariant partitions associated with a

given partition 8 G n(A) and a given assignment v G %s of conjugacy

classes to the blocks of 8. Let A be a block of 8 and let H = v(A). Let %AH

denote the set of G-transitive, G-invariant partitions of U teAOt whose stabi-

lizer subgroup class is that of H. Let bAH =1®^,^. Then the numoer of

G-invariant partitions of 5 is

(2) 2   2 n bAAA) = s   n 2 bAtH.
sen(i),E5{<^8 sen(A) a<es hex

At this point we observe that if tt is any G-invariant partition whose orbits

define 5 G n(A), then the size of the block B G tt associated with the block

A G 8  and  the  subgroup  H G %   is   |^|2,e/4l/|G,|.  This  follows  since

\B,\ = \Gb,\/\G,\ = \H\/\G>\ for each t GA.

We now compute the numbers bAH. Note that the number of ways of

choosing one subset Q, from each orbit Ot, t G A, such that Ga = H is

U,£AMH(G,) by Remark 6. However, any two such choices {Qt : t G A},{Q[:

t G A} define the same partition 0 of U lfEA O, if and only if for some g G G,

g<2, = Qi for all t G A. However, since G acts transitively on 0 the number of

such choices {£>,' : t G A) for any choice [Q, : t G A) is |A(ZZ)|/|ZZ| by

Remark 5. Thus bAH = (MH(H))~xUl^AMH(Gl) and by the remark follow-

ing equation (2), the number of ^-structures on any element of %AH is

kAM=   f[\H\ 2   7pU
[   V     ,ea   \G'\ I _

since there are |G|/|ZZ| blocks in any element of %AtH. Thus by (2) the

number of "JF -structures on 5 is

2 II        2     ̂ A,HbA,H-
sen(A) aes HeX

This completes the proof of Theorem 2 and consequently Theorem 1.
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